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Yoga’s Chakras & Qi energy for natural healing

I have worked with my client’s life force for twenty-four years. These healing sessions have revealed hidden mysteries about 
our body physiology. Our material reality -- brain and body -- is connected to a larger field of influence that includes 

our Chakras and our Energy Fields. Yoga is a 5,000-year-old science that teaches mindfulness and how to connect to our 
Higher Self. In this workshop, Paul Wellin (Vitality Seminars), will describe the interaction between our Chakras and our 
Qi energy, to improve our health and happiness. Many of us understand our Chakras as energy centers (“wheels”) around 
our body. However, Chakras also shape our personality. Balancing each of our Chakras develops personal and interpersonal 
strengths and skills. Open Chakras can relax and empower, enhance our ability to love and to communicate, plus reveal our life 
purpose. The workshop will activate Life Force (“Qi”) in your body’s health symptoms, your brain chemistry, your emotional 
moods. Your Chakra personalities will express with sound, breath, visualizations. compassion. Participants will learn about 
Yoga philosophy, Yoga Therapy, the science of Life Force, body physiology, spiritual anatomy, Soul Psychology, meditation, 
integrative healing, super-consciousness. Paul will answer questions about your specific health or stress challenges, from the 
life force perspective (time permitting). Bring your “cosmic questions,” about your life lessons, your life purpose. the patterns 
that show up in your life.
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